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Abstract

In order to construct three dimensional shape models of
large scale architectures by a laser range finder, a num-
ber of range images are normally taken from various view-
points and these images are aligned using post-processing
procedure such as ICP algorithm. However in general, be-
fore applying ICP algorithm, these range images have to be
registered to correct positions roughly by a human opera-
tor in order to converge to precise positions. In addition,
range images must be overlapped sufficiently each other by
taking dense images from close viewpoints. On the other
hand, if poses of the laser range finder at viewpoints can be
identified precisely, local range images can be converted to
the world coordinate system directly with simple transfor-
mation calculation. This paper proposes a new measure-
ment system for large scale architectures using a group of
multiple robots and an on-board laser range finder. Each
measurement position is identified by the highly precise po-
sitioning technique named Cooperative Positioning System
or CPS which utilizes the characteristics of multiple robots
system. The proposed system can construct 3D shapes of
large scale architectures without any post-processing pro-
cedure such as ICP algorithm and dense range measure-
ments. The measurement experiments in unknown and large
indoor/outdoor environments are successfully carried out
using the newly developed measurement system consisting
of three mobile robots named CPS-V.

1. Introduction

Aiming at preserving 3D shapes or views of cultural her-
itages using laser range finders or digital cameras, several
research projects are being promoted such as ”The Digital
Michelangelo Project”[8], Angkor[5] and Tzuchingch‘eng
Palace[1]. Generally, for constructing 3D models of these
large scale architectures, since a laser range finder can-

not cover the whole area at once due to the limitation of
measurable distance and occlusion problems, a number of
range images are normally taken from various viewpoints
and these images are aligned using post-processing proce-
dures such as ICP algorithm[2],[3]. After post-processing
procedures, range images described in the sensor coordi-
nate system are transformed to the world coordinate system
and the whole shape of the architecture is obtained. How-
ever in general, before applying ICP method, it is necessary
to register range images to correct positions roughly by a
human operator in order to converge to proper positions.
This procedure is quite laborious and time-consuming, and
is considered as a significant obstacle for developing an au-
tomatic 3D laser measurement system. In addition, in order
to register range images precisely by ICP algorithm, all the
images must contain a plenty of feature shapes and overlap
sufficiently each other by scanning densely from a number
of positions.

On the other hand, another approach with no post-
processing procedures can be considered, that is, the iden-
tification of the pose of the range sensor precisely at each
measurement. Since this method can obtain the transforma-
tion matrix from the sensor specific coordinate system to
the world coordinate system, local range images are con-
verted to the world coordinate system directly with simple
transformation calculation, and no post-processing proce-
dures such as the ICP algorithm are required. As an exam-
ple of this approach, several systems have been proposed
so far which utilizes the GPS [12],[10] for determining the
position of the range sensor. However, special instruments
and techniques such as RTK (Real-time Kinematic) system
or VRS (Virtual Reference Station) method are requisite for
achieving highly precise position identification by current
GPS. Moreover, GPS cannot be used if enough numbers of
satellites cannot be seen, for example, in a narrow space in
architectures, forest, or an indoor environment.

This paper proposes a new 3D measurement system for
large scale architectures using a group of mobile robots and
an on-board laser range finder. This system utilizes the Co-



operative Positioning System (CPS)[7] for multiple robots,
which has been proposed as a highly precise position iden-
tification technique for mobile robots. By combining highly
precise position identification by CPS and an on-board laser
range finder, an automatic measurement system for large
scale architectures is realized. This system can construct
a 3D shape of large scale architecture without any post-
processing procedures such as ICP algorithm. In addition,
it is also possible to register range images even if number
of measurements is few and sparse range images are only
available, or feature shapes or overlapped regions are not
contained sufficiently in range images. It is also possible to
construct a 3D model in an environment where GPS is not
available such as inside of architecture or an indoor environ-
ment. The proposed system strongly relates to the SLAM
(simultaneous localization and mapping) [9],[11],[4] which
is attracting much attention in robotics community. We
think it is possible to utilize the system with the aim of the
localization and mapping of mobile robots.

2 Precise positioning of mobile robots

Let’s consider the system in which a mobile robot
equipped with an on-board laser range finder moves around
a measurement target, and scans the target from many po-
sitions. If all the measurement positions are identified with
high accuracy, range data acquired at each position can be
converted to the world coordinate system by simple coordi-
nate transformation calculation.

Several position identification methods have been pro-
posed so far, and these methods can be classified into three
categories.

1. Integrate sensor output from internal sensors such as
an encoder at a wheel or an acceleration sensor.

2. Observe external landmarks by external sensors such
as a laser range finder or a camera.

3. Use Global Positioning System, GPS.

The method (1) is called as odometry or dead reckoning
method, and quite popular positioning technique especially
for a wheeled vehicle. However, there are some drawbacks
in this method, for example, the accuracy of position identi-
fication in uneven terrain is quite low due to the slippage of
wheels, and 3D positioning including elevation is impossi-
ble. The method (2) has high accuracy if landmarks placed
on the moving path can be measured precisely. However,
landmarks have to be placed beforehand along the moving
path and the precise map of these landmarks has to be avail-
able. Therefore, the method (2) cannot be used in unknown
environment. The method (3) can be considered as a spe-
cial case of the method (2) and is becoming very popular

especially for field robots. However, this method also has
several drawbacks, for example, active fields of robots are
limited to an outdoor environment without obstacles toward
satellites, and the accuracy is not so high in current tech-
nology except using some special techniques explained in
Section I.

To overcome these limitations of position identification
problems and realize accurate positioning for mobile robots,
Kurazume et al. have proposed Cooperative Positioning
System or CPS. In this system, multiple robots with highly
precise measurement devices of mutual positions are con-
trolled cooperatively, and incomparable accurate position-
ing is realized even in unknown and uneven environments
against conventional positioning techniques. This section
introduces the basic principle of CPS and the example of
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) using
CPS.

2.1 Cooperative Positioning System, CPS

The basic principle of CPS is as follows: We divide the
robots into two groups, A and B. One group, A, remains
stationary and acts as a landmark while group B moves.
Group B then stops and acts as a landmark for group A.
This ”dance” is repeated until the target position is reached.
By using the concept of ”portable landmarks”, CPS has a far
lower accumulation of positioning error than dead reckon-
ing, and can work in three-dimensions which are not pos-
sible with dead reckoning. In addition, since there is no
need to place landmarks beforehand, CPS can be used in
unknown environment.

An example of CPS is shown in Fig.1. This example is
for a robot system consisting of a parent robot with a sens-
ing device such as a laser range finder and two child robots.
The sensing device can measure the relative positions of the
child robots from the parent robot. Firstly, we assume that
the initial position of the parent robot is measured or defined
beforehand.

(1) The child robots 1 and 2 are moved and stopped.

(2) The parent robot measures the distance, azimuth, and
elevation angles to the child robot 1 and identifies the
position of the child robot 1.

(3) In the same as step 2, the position of the child robot 2
is identified.

(4) The parent robot moves and stops. Then the distances,
azimuth, and elevation angles to the child robots 1 and
2 are measured and the position of the parent robot is
calculated using the triangular surveying technique.

(5) Repeat from steps 1 to 4 until the target position is
reached.



An example of positioning experiments by CPS in an
outdoor environment is shown in Figs.2 and 3. The posi-
tioning error after long distance movement of 323.9m in-
cluding the difference of elevation of 10m was 0.97m (0.3%
of the total distance). This positioning accuracy is quite
high comparing with other conventional techniques.
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Figure 1. Cooperative Positioning System,
CPS
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Figure 2. Long distance measurement exper-
iments

2.2 Positioning accuracy of CPS

We discuss analytically about the positioning accuracy of
CPS in this section. Let’s consider CPS consisting of three
robots as shown in Fig.1. Firstly we discuss the case that the
position of the parent robot 0 is identified by measuring the
distances, azimuth, and elevation angles to the child robots
1 and 2 as shown in Fig.1(4). The positions of robots are
defined as Pi(xi, yi, zi, θi),(i = 0 ∼ 2). The distance from
the robot 0 to the robots 1 and 2 are r1, r2, and the azimuth
and elevation angles to the robots 1 and 2 are φ1,φ2,ψ1, and
ψ2, respectively. The observation equations in this case are
given by the following equations.

(x0 − x1)2 + (y0 − y1)2 = r21 cos2 ψ1 (1)

Initial position (0,0,0)

(-7.5,31.3,-0.2)

(-14.5, 91.7,4.1)

(64.6,87.3,10.0)

(59.0,-3.6,10.0)

Final position (-0.4,1.1,0.5)

x

yz

[m]

90m
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Figure 3. Results of long distance measure-
ment experiments

(x0 − x2)2 + (y0 − y2)2 = r22 cos2 ψ2 (2)

z0 = z1 − r1 sinψ1 (3)

= z2 − r2 sinψ2 (4)

θ0 = −φ1 + tan−1 y1 − y0
x1 − x0

(5)

= −φ2 + tan−1 y2 − y0
x2 − x0

(6)

Here, since the variables to be determined are the position
of the robot 0, P0(x0, y0, z0, θ0), this system has redun-
dancy. Therefore, by substituting xi = x̃i + dxi into the
above equations and using Taylor expansion, the following
equation is derived.

AX0 = L + K1X1,2 + K2Θ (7)

where X0 = (dx0 dy0 dz0 dθ0)T ,
X1,2 = (dx1 dy1 dz1 dθ1 dx2 dy2 dz2 dθ2)T , Θ =
(dr dφ dψ)T (dr,dφ, and dψ are measurement errors and
we assume dr = dri etc.),

L =




r̃1 cos ψ̃1 − d1

r̃2 cos ψ̃2 − d2

z̃1 − r̃1 sin ψ̃1 − z̃0
z̃2 − r̃2 sin ψ̃2 − z̃0

φ̃1 + θ̃0 − tan−1 ỹ1−ỹ0
x̃1−x̃0

φ̃2 + θ̃0 − tan−1 ỹ2−ỹ0
x̃2−x̃0




(8)

and A ∈ R6×4, K1 ∈ R6×8, K2 ∈ R6×3 are all coefficient
matrices.

Next, by considering the case that all the elements of L
which indicates the observation error are 0, the square error
of the right part of Eq.(7), that is, the error variance matrix
is calculated as follows:

ΣL = K1ΣKT
1 + K2ΣΘKT

2 (9)



where Σ is a matrix consisting of the error variance ma-
trix of the robots 1 and 2, and the error covariance matrix
between the robots 1 and 2.

Σ =
(

Σ11 Σ12

Σ21 Σ22

)
(10)

ΣΘ is
ΣΘ = diag(σ2

r σ
2
φ σ

2
ψ) (11)

and σ2
r ,σ2

φ, and σ2
ψ are the error variances of distance, az-

imuth, and elevation angles, respectively. Note that the
measurement error Θ is assumed to be obtained indepen-
dently at each measurement, and thus it does not correlate
with the previous positioning error X1,2.

Now we want to solve Eq.(7) to obtain the solution
X0. Since the coefficient matrix A is not a square matrix,
we solve Eq.(7) using the weighted least squares method.
Firstly, we consider the residual equation.

V = L−AX0 (12)

Then, the error sum of squares weighted by Σ−1
L shown in

the following equation is minimized.

minVTΣ−1
L V (13)

By substituting Eqs.(9) and (12) into Eq.(13) and differenti-
ating it with respect to X0, the residual position of the robot
0, X0, which minimizes the error sum of squares is derived
as follows:

X0 = (ATΣ−1
L A)−1ATΣ−1

L L = BL (14)

In addition, the error variance matrix of the position of the
robot 0 is derived from Eq.(14) as

Σ0 = BΣLBT = (ATΣ−1
L A)−1 (15)

and the covariance matrices between the robots 0 and 1, and
the robots 0 and 2 are obtained as

(Σ01,Σ02) = BK1Σ (16)

Next, in the case that the child robot i moves and stops,
and its position is identified by the parent robot as shown in
Fig.1(2)(3), the position of the child robot is calculated as

xi = x0 + ri cosφi cosψi (17)

yi = y0 + ri sinφi cosψi (18)

zi = z0 + ri sinψi (19)

By substituting xi = x̃i + dxi into above equations and ap-
plying Taylor expansion, the following equation is obtained.

Xi = Li + X0 + K2,iΘ (20)

where Xi = (dxi dyi dzi dθi)T and

Li =


 x̃0 + r̃i cos φ̃i cos ψ̃i − x̃i

ỹ0 + r̃i sin φ̃i cos ψ̃i − ỹi
z̃0 + r̃i sin ψ̃i − z̃i


 (21)

Therefore, the residual position of the child robot i, the error
variance matrix, and the error covariance matrix are derived
as the following equations.

Xi = Li (22)

Σii = Σ0 + K2,iΣΘi
KT

2,i (23)

Σ0i = Σij = Σ0 (24)

Consequently, the positioning procedure is summarized as
follow: i) assume the proper initial position of robot i as P̃i

and calculate Xi by solving Eqs.(14) and (22), ii) substi-
tute P̃i ← P̃i + Xi, ii) repeat (i) and (ii) until Xi becomes
small enough. The positioning accuracy after repeating the
position identification by CPS can be estimated by calculat-
ing the error variance and covariance matrices according to
Eqs.(15), (16), (23), and (24).

As an example, we substituted the actual measurement
error of the laser range finer explained in Section III (σr =
3[mm], σφ = 5[sec.], and σψ = 5[sec.]), and calculated
the positioning error after 1km movement. CPS motion in
Fig.1 is repeated 100 times and the robots moved 10m in
one cycle, respectively. The obtained positioning accuracy
was σ2

x + σ2
y = 0.0203[m2] for the position elements of the

error variance matrix of the parent robot 0, Σ0. In actual
scenario, due to the measurement error of the body incli-
nation or the offset of the center position of corner cubes,
such a high precision cannot be achieved. However we have
confirmed that incomparable highly precise positioning is
possible against conventional dead reckoning method which
utilizes the rotation angle of wheels [6].

3 Construction of 3D environmental map by
multiple robots

This section proposes a new measurement system for
precise construction of a 3D environmental map by combin-
ing CPS for multiple robots and a laser range finder. In this
system, mobile robots move around a large scale target and
scan the target by an on-board 3D laser range finder from
several viewpoints. Each measurement position is identified
by CPS precisely using a parent and two child robots. Since
there is no need to apply laborious post-processing proce-
dures, the whole picture of the large scale architecture can
be obtained with ease and high accuracy. Firstly, we intro-
duce the fifth CPS machine model named CPS-V, which is
equipped with a 2D laser range finder and a scanning mech-
anism, and show experimental results for the construction
of indoor and outdoor environmental maps by CPS-V.



3.1 The fifth CPS machine model, CPS-V

Figure 4 shows the fifth CPS machine model named
CPS-V. This system consists of a parent robot (P-cle, Par-
ent mobile unit, Fig.6) and two child robots (HPI Japan,
Fig.5). The parent robot is equipped with the on-board 2D
laser range finder (LMS 200, Sick), a high precision 2-axis
attitude sensor (MD900T, Applied Geomagnetics), and a
total station for surveying (AP-L1, TOPCON Ltd.)(Table
1) which is used for measuring relative positions from the
child robots. Even if the body is tilted on a slope, body
inclination can be compensated by the attitude sensor and
precise positions of the robots can be identified. The 2D
laser range finder can acquire slit-like range data within the
range of 80m and 180 degrees as shown in Table 2. The
parent robot has a rotating table on the upper body, and by
rotating the table around the vertical axis while scanning by
the 2D laser range finder, all around 3D range images from
the parent robot can be acquired in 37.8 seconds.

Child robot 1
Child robot 2

Parent robot
     P-cle

Figure 4. Fifth CPS machine model, CPS-V

Celeron 
650 MHz

Corner cubes

DC servomotor
 (36 W)

Battery

Figure 5. Child robot

3.2 Construction experiment of indoor
environmental map

Experiments for constructing 3D maps are carried out
using CPS-V in an indoor environment.

2D scanning
laser range finder
LMS200

2-axis 
attitude sendor

Yaw

Total station
AP-L1

Parent mobile
unit, P-cle

Figure 6. 3D laser measurement using rota-
tion table around Yaw axis

AP-L1 (TOPCON Ltd.)
Range 4 ∼ 400[m]
Resolution (distance) 0.2[mm]
Resolution (angle) 5”
Precision (distance) ± 3+2ppm[mm]
Precision (angle) ±5”

Table 1. Specification of total station, AP-L1

In this experiment, each robot moves 4m at a time and
the parent robot captures 3D range images at each static po-
sition by rotating the on-board 2D laser range finder around
the vertical axis (Fig.7). Obtained range images are trans-
formed to the world coordinate system by simple coordinate
transformation calculation using the measured position by
CPS. No post-processing procedure such as ICP algorithm
is applied.

Path of the parent robot is shown in Fig.8. The par-
ent robot moved up to 39m in x-direction and 10m in y-
direction in the hall. Obtained 3D environmental maps are
shown in Figs.9 and 10. Circles in the 3D range images in-
dicate the measurement positions of the parent robot. The
parent robot captured the range images 23 times during the
movements in the hall. Total distance traveled by the parent
robot is 86.21m. From these results, it is confirmed that,
without post-processing procedures such as ICP, 3D envi-
ronmental maps in unknown environment can be easily ob-
tained by applying simple coordinate transformation using
position information measured by CPS. The difference of
measured positions of the corner indicated in Fig.8 before
and after the movements is 1.17m (1.36% of the distance
traveled). This error is fairly larger than the results obtained
by CPS so far. One of the reasons is that relative distances
between robots were about 4m, and this value is the mea-
surement limit of the laser range finder as shown in Table



LMS 200 (SICK Corp.)
Range 80[m]
Field of view 180◦

Resolution (distance) 10[mm]
Resolution (angle) 0.5◦

Table 2. Specification of laser range finder,
LMS200

Figure 7. 3D laser measurement using multi-
ple robots

2. From error measurement experiments of this sensor, it is
known that measurements for short distances tend to con-
tain large distance errors, and the distance error is almost
uniform for the measurement from 10m to 70m. Thus, if
the robots keep larger relative distances between them, and
moves longer distance at one cycle, the accuracy is expected
to be higher than the results obtained by this experiments.
In addition, after the Step (3) in Fig.1, the parent robot can
move, stop, and measure the environment repeatedly while
the child robots keep stationary. This strategy can reduce
the number of CPS cycle and the measurement accuracy
may be greatly improved when the robots work in a large
area.

3.3 Construction experiment of large
scale outdoor environmental map

Next, we performed the construction experiment of 3D
environmental maps of large scale architecture. We mea-
sured outward walls of a building from 13 points in out-
door environment and constructed 3D models of the build-
ing. Path of the parent robot and obtained maps are shown
in Figs.8 and 13. In this experiment, we used small num-
ber of measurements from sparse view points, and neither
dense range data nor sufficient overlapped regions, which
are indispensable for applying ICP algorithm, were avail-
able. From this experiment, we can conclude that it is possi-
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Figure 8. Path of parent robot

ble to construct 3D maps of simple but large scale architec-
ture by the proposed system with few scanning times. The
positioning error in this experiment is 0.63m against the to-
tal travel distance of the parent robot of 147.7m, which is
0.43% of the distance traveled.

4 Conclusions

This paper proposed a new 3D measurement system for
large scale architectures using the precise positioning sys-
tem by multiple robots named CPS and an on-board laser
range finder. This system needs no post-processing proce-
dures such as ICP algorithm, and can be applied to sparse
range measurements. Therefore, there is a possibility to re-
alize a fully automatic 3D measurement system for large
scale architecture such as large cultural heritages with the
proposed system. The measurement experiments in un-
known and large indoor/outdoor environments are success-
fully carried out using the newly developed multiple robots
system named CPS-V.

Our future works include the development of the au-
tomatic 3D laser measurement system which selects opti-
mum measurement points automatically instead of opera-
tor’s command. The positioning accuracy of CPS can also
be improved by the back-projection technique, that is, the
observation of some stable landmarks before and after the



40m

Figure 9. Obtained 3D map of indoor environ-
ment

movements and the correction of each measurement posi-
tion by back-projecting errors. Combination of CPS with
ICP method depending on the situations is also worth con-
sidering in order to improve the accuracy of both position-
ing and obtained 3D environmental maps.
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